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HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS

Hybrid Plank
HIGHLAND OAK
heartridge.com.au

Why choose Heartridge Floors?
We believe beautiful floors are the heart of any home.
Dunlop Flooring, leaders in the flooring industry for over 50 years, have always
been passionate and proud of the products we offer.
We search the globe for the latest in flooring innovation and select only the most
beautiful colour variations that nature can provide us.
Heartridge is the perfect flooring option to make your space a place to
come home to. Available in Engineered Timber, Hybrid Plank, Luxury Vinyl Plank
and Vinyl Plank flooring.

The stunning look of real timber
Hybrid Planks are a quick and affordable way to upgrade your home. Using the
latest in multi-layered technology, Hybrid Planks offer the same natural beauty of
solid timber with the added benefit of scratch and stain resistance.
They’re easier to install, require less maintenance and are intricately embossed
for that extra level of realism. With outstanding water resistance and exceptional
acoustic performance, they’re ideal for any room in the house and perfect for the
demands of modern living.

Backed with Dunlop Acoustic Underlay
Our Hybrid Planks are backed with a Dunlop
Acoustic Underlay, a high performance underlay
designed to reduce noise in the home and add
warmth underfoot.

A durable surface to stand the test of time
Dunlop Wearshield provides the extra protection
your planks need for your home. The innovative
low gloss polyurethane UV Cured protective layer
with ceramic beads is spill, dent and scratch
resistant – so you can easily care for your floors
and enjoy them for many years to come.

Sustainable practises for a better future
We are committed to helping the environment and
making our homes a healthier place. Awarded
the Best Practises PVC Certification by Bureau
Veritas, each Heartridge Hybrid Plank is low in
VOC’s and phthalate free, helping improve air
quality in the home.

ConStruction
Plank Size: 7 x 228 x 1840mm

A durable surface to
stand the test of time
Low gloss polyurethane UV Cured protective
layer with ceramic beads
0.55mm wear layer - Offering added
durability, suitable for a busy home or
commercial settings
Décor layer - A true to nature
timber design film

FLOORING THAT IS built to last

SPC Core - 6.0mm stone plastic
composite waterproof core which
is stable, strong and solid

Heartridge Hybrid floors are built to stand the test of time.
From inner core construction to wear layer finish, every detail has
been designed to get the most out of your flooring.

Backed with Dunlop
Acoustic Underlay

Designed for durability

1mm high density underlay for softness,
warmth and quietness underfoot

Each Hybrid Plank is enhanced with a multilayered construction for increased stability,
providing outstanding durability, impact
resistance and comfort underfoot.

Guaranteed to last
Backed by a Lifetime Structural Guarantee,
our Hybrid Planks will remain durable for many
years to come.

Sustainable practises
for a better future

Backed by the Sensitive Choice program, our Hybrid Plank
products are phthalate-free & low in VOC’s, contributing to
cleaner indoor air quality.

Awarded certificate of compliance (COC). For Best Practice PVC
by Bureau Veritas for all Heartridge Hybrid, Luxury Vinyl and
Vinyl Plank flooring products.

Perfect for high Traffic areas
The dense SPC core helps resist impact and
indentation – even from high heel shoes. With the
added protection of Dunlop Wearshield coating,
these Hybrid Plank floors are designed for superior
performance in high traffic areas.

Built to withstand the flow of daily life
With a 30 Year Surface Guarantee, you can feel at
ease knowing your floors will stand the test of time.

PerfecT
for every room
You can have Hybrid floors on any level of your home for a consistent and cohesive look throughout
the entire house. It can be installed over most subfloors, as well as existing hard surfaces.
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WHY HYBRID PLANKS?
True to nature
The realistic timber embossing follows the natural pattern
of the grain. Planks are available in the same size as
traditional timber boards to create a stunning floor that
looks and feels just like real timber.

Secure installation
Our Hybrid Planks use an integrated, user-friendly
patented locking mechanism. Built for a speedy and secure
installation, these planks click together tightly with no
gapping. Adhesives are not required.

The quiet achiever
Equipped with our Dunlop Acoustic backing, test results show a
noise reduction of 30% compared to a standard underlay under
the NCC (National Construction Code). This makes our Hybrid
Planks perfect for apartments and multi-level homes.

Easy to clean and maintain
Real timber boards require a lot of maintenance to retain
their aesthetic, but with Hybrid Planks, it’s effortless.
Thanks to the unique, rigid construction and composition,
you don’t need to oil, sand or refinish the boards.

Visual expansion
Our wide format planks provide a more expansive look to
your floors. With fewer boards required to fill your room,
your home will look and feel more spacious.

Achieve The Perfect Finish
Our matching accessories are perfect to pair with your
Heartridge Hybrid floor. Available in all Hybrid Plank colours for
the the Scotia, Stair-Nosing, C-Channel & T-Mould products.

STERLING FALL

TRUE TO

NATURE

Available in a variety of different colours, Highland Oak Hybrid Plank offers a stylish
range of designs that create a modern and sophisticated look for your home.
The 228mm wide planks brings to life the realistic timber embossing, designed to
follow the natural pattern of the grain. The Highland Oak range creates a stunning
Hybrid floor that looks and feels just like real timber.

REGAL COVE

8 STUNNING COLOURS TO CHOOSE FROM

REGAL COVE

AUTUMN
HARVEST

SMOKEY ISLE

ARLINGTON
GROVE

STERLING
FALL

DALMORE
ASH

KEMPTON
OAK

WOODFORD
GLENN
*colours may vary

SMOKEY ISLE

The Perfect Finish to your Hybrid Floors with
Colour Matched Accessories
SCOTIA

STAIR-NOSING

The Heartridge Scotia range is the perfect way
to conceal your expansion gap. This can be
laid either directly to the wall or onto existing
skirting boards.

Bring that extra elegance to your staircase
with matching Stair-Nosing.

Dimensions:

Dimensions:

2400 x 55 x 18mm

3 free samples delivered to your door

2400 x 20 x 20mm

Whether you’re renovating an existing home or building a new dwelling from the ground up, the colour and
quality of the flooring is an important decision to make. This is why we’ve set up our Request a Sample
service to help you find the perfect colour!
Our Request a Sample service is quick and simple to do. Our samples will be sent to you directly from our
warehouse. Choose from a variety of colours across our entire range, to help you compare and contrast the
sample with your desired palette. Visit our website today and make your first order!
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Visit heartridge.com.au

C CHANNEL (END PROFILE)

T-MOULD

The Heartridge End Profile ensures a flawless
finish to your home. Suitable in areas where
the floor meets sliding doors, window frames
and even kitchen cupboards!

Designed to ensure a smooth transition
between different floor coverings or subfloors.
T-Moulds can be used to allow for expansion
between rooms for an immaculate finish.

Dimensions:

Dimensions:

2400 x 35 x 8mm

2400 x 45 x 9mm
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Choose and order your samples

Easy to clean
We recommend the use of Bona Floor Care products to keep
your floors looking brand new and your home beautiful.

An immaculate home in 2 simple steps
• Remove loose dirt, grit and dust with a Bona
Dusting Pad. If using a vacuum cleaner, ensure
the cleaning head has a soft brush to prevent
the occurrence of scratches on the floor surface.
• Use a Bona Spray Mop with Bona Stone, Tile &
Laminate Cleaner for a spotless finish.

AVAILABLE IN ALL HEARTRIDGE HYBRID PLANK COLOURS.
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We’ll deliver it to your door

For more information contact Dunlop Flooring
on 1800 622 293 or visit heartridge.com.au
Follow us on

